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Abstract

We present the design of a system integrated load management facility for parallel applications which execute in systems of interconnected heterogeneous workstations. Cluster based parallel computing offers an attractive alternative to the usage of dedicated parallel machines due to advances in hardware and software technologies. One of the biggest issues in such systems is the development of effective techniques for the distribution of the processes of parallel applications to multiple processors. During the last years a large amount of load management techniques have been developed both for parallel and distributed systems. But, the adoption of load management techniques from one platform to another one is difficult due to different system implications. One of the main purposes of this design document is to uncover detailed constraints which have to be considered during the decision phase of the load management cycle. On the one hand side, heterogeneity of the system and its time-sharing usage model introduce additional implications which are generally outside the control of load management systems. Nevertheless, they have major impact on the behaviour and functionality of a load manager. We classify the term heterogeneity according its impact on the load management design. On the other hand side, management overhead might outweigh the expected performance benefits. Complex regulation operations like process migration or reconfiguration of the set of execution nodes introduce management costs which have to be considered during the decision phase. Therefore, we introduce the new concept of cost sensitive load management. The second part covers the design of our approach. A structured modeling technique is used which enables a functional decomposition of the extended management control loop.
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1 Load Management in Heterogeneous Environments

This document presents the design of LoMan — a system integrated Load Management facility for parallel applications which execute in systems of interconnected heterogeneous workstations. The main purpose of the design is to uncover detailed constraints which have to be considered during the decision phase of LoMan. Two demands are compulsory for any load management mechanism. It should distribute the load producing components to the load consuming components\(^1\) according to a predefined performance criteria. Additionally, the mechanism should minimize its own influence on the performance of the managed system by not wasting system resources. In other words, the overhead introduced by a load management mechanism should be kept as minimal as possible.

This introduction is organized as follows. In §1.1 we introduce and motivate the usage of networks of workstations as a parallel execution platform. In §1.2 we review the standard control loop of a general purpose load management facility and briefly discuss well known problems introduced by this control loop in §1.3. Finally, we will define the focus of the project and present an overview of the remainder of this document.

1.1 Motivation

Cluster based parallel computing on networks of coupled workstations offers an attractive alternative to the usage of dedicated parallel machines. The performance of this hardware platform compares well to parallel machines if the granularity of the parallel application fits to this environment. Generally, the ratio between computation and communication has to be higher than on parallel machines due to slower communication facilities with less bandwidth and higher latency between the processing components. The rise of such networks to be utilized as a parallel hardware platform was patronized by several factors. On the one hand side, the technological paradigm shift to prefer off the shelf rather than proprietary components for building new parallel machines assimilates the architectural characteristics between both execution environments [27, 34]. The great advantage of this paradigm shift from the application developers’ point of view is that applications may be developed and tested on a less expensive and widely available platform. The same application often only needs recompilation and relinking for later production runs on a parallel machine. On the other hand side, sophisticated mechanisms for process initiation, interprocess communication and synchronization were provided by the introduction of PPEs (Parallel Programming Environments). Among the most popular PPEs are p4 [3, 4], NXLib [44, 45], PVM [11, 47] and various implementations of the message passing interface standard MPI [26, 50]. A detailed overview and comparision of PPEs is presented in [43].

\(^1\)In literature, load producing components are also called resource consuming components (e.g., [5]).
If an optimal algorithm has been developed the remaining performance improvements during the execution of applications depend on a balanced utilization of available system resources. One possibility for increasing performance is to expand a simple resource management system by a more sophisticated load management system. Whereas resource management provides the basic functionality to access and use resources of an arbitrary computing system, load management aims at improving performance with respect to some previously defined performance measures. Popular examples for performance measures are minimizing the execution time of a single application, minimizing the mean response time for a set of applications or maximizing the systems throughput. Detailed analysis of application requirements and best fitting mappings of those requirements to available resources had been the most important steps previous to any load management. The adoption of a load management facility from parallel machines to heterogeneous time shared systems is difficult due to the different system implications (see §1.4).

1.2 The Control Loop of Load Management

The central question which has to be answered by every load management system is: when to map/migrate which load producing entity to which load consuming target [6, 21]. To refine this terminology we state that the load producing entities are the tasks of a parallel application and that the load consuming targets are the workstations (also called nodes) of the execution environment.

![The Control Loop of a general purpose Load Management Facility](image)

The general structure of a load management system may be seen as a control loop [21] (see Fig. 1). Parallel applications and sequential user processes execute concurrently on the execution environment. Three phases are typical for every control loop and thus, typical for a load management system. Each phase of the standard control loop is implemented by a corresponding load management unit. The load measurement unit determines the load at every node in the environment. The load evaluation unit compares the load situation of the nodes. In case of unbalanced load in the environment the decision making unit selects the tasks which have to be mapped on the selected target nodes. In general, two mechanisms exist to regulate an unbalanced system.
Tasks which have been submitted but are not yet executing are initially mapped to the selected target nodes during the mapping phase. During the redistribution phase already executing tasks will be migrated between two nodes (the source and the target nodes). A comprehensive collection of studies concerning load management was proposed by [38]. Detailed classification frameworks which discuss general characteristics and techniques of load management can be found in [5, 21, 35, 43].

![Diagram](attachment:image.png)

**Figure 2**: Application and System Integrated Load Management

There exist different approaches to integrate a load management system (see Fig. 2) into the controlled environment: application integrated and system integrated load management. We refer to an hybrid integration approach if different load management units are located in both the application and the system. In the former case load management is part of the application. Load is produced by the input data and processing requests of the parallel application and sequential user processes. From the viewpoint of applications, load is consumed by using and transforming those input data. Load management is performed by distributing the data and processing requests to the tasks of the applications. In the latter case the load management system is integrated into the runtime environments for the applications. Load is consumed by the nodes of the execution environment and is imposed by the executing application tasks. The regulation is performed by distributing the tasks and processes to the execution nodes in the environment. The major advantage of application integrated load management is that the application programmer has best knowledge about the structure of his application. The load producing application parts are supposed to be easier identified and the mechanisms to regulate the load on the tasks are easier to implement compared to the mechanisms in system integrated load management. On the other side, those load management techniques are generally dedicated to one application and have to be implemented again and again for every new application. This major disadvantage is extinguished when using a system integrated load management technique. Once developed and implemented, the system integrated load management mechanism can manage different kind of applications. On the other side, the best application knowledge is generally lost and not considered to conclude the management decisions. We
may state as a concluding remark, that the advantage of one integration approach is the disadvantage of the other.

A hybrid integration approach seems viable at this point. Nevertheless, we choose the system integrated approach since the location of any load management unit within the applications causes loss of generality. Generality is a major design issue for our approach. As in application integrated approaches, the application programmer has to implement a missing load management unit for every new application. Instead, we will provide mechanisms to identify the resource requirements of applications in more detail (see §2.1) and hence, will overcome this drawback.

1.3 Known Problems and Research Areas

Several well known problems arise by using control loop model of load management. The first problem is the determination of the system load. Activities which are observed by the load management system cover the submission of jobs and their execution behavior. Different jobs have different resource requirements and the utilization of resources is measured in the system or the application. In its simplest form, load is defined as the amount of work to be done by the processing elements. This definition of load does not consider detailed application requirements on resources of the processing elements. Although, a more detailed definition and representation of the term load is needed it is not part of this document. We just state that not only the current system utilization but also the application resource requirements are used to model the load and to determine the loading situation. For a detailed discussion we refer to [33, 32].

The second problem is to stabilize the control loop to avoid that a load producing entity which has been mapped/migrated is not touched right afterwards. Otherwise, it may happen that the entity never executes to produce application results but only moves between nodes. A history of management operations, i.e., mapping and redistribution operations, could be used during the decision phase to prevent this kind of load or processor thrashing [39]. In non-dedicated environments (see §2.2) such a history might also be used to prevent that a dynamically changing machine configuration will be reconfigured at any possible time. In this case a comparable problem to processor thrashing might occur. Once a node is selected and configured to execute application tasks it should not be replaced by a new node right afterwards. Otherwise, it may happen that nodes are only exchanged but never execute application tasks. We will call this situation node thrashing.

Finally, the activities of a load management system need system resources and hence, impose load to the execution environment. One of the major demands to any load management technique is to reduce the management overhead. Management overhead occurs within every management phase but have only partially be considered in the literature. For example, [18] considers the complexity of different workload descriptions on the performance of heuristic load management techniques. It has been shown that simple load indices outperform more complex workload descriptions. These are easier to measure and introduce less measurement overhead on the system. But management overhead also occurs especially for complex regulation operations, like migration
of tasks between nodes. The costs of such operations might outweigh the expected performance benefits. Therefore, we will consider the costs of the regulation activities (see §2.3).

1.4 Organization and Contents

The remainder of this document is organized as follows. The design of LoMan is preceded by an analysis of the implications imposed by the system and the application (see §1.4). These implications will be called external constraints since they are not part of the load management mechanism itself but rather have to be faced and considered. The goal of this analysis is to define a model for the execution environment — a system of interconnected heterogeneous workstations. §2.2 describes details of the execution environment. §2.1 presents a short overview of the structure and dynamic execution behavior of parallel applications. We will derive the objects to be managed by LoMan and the necessary functionalities to do so. Additionally, we have to analyze the internal constraints, i.e., the load management overhead imposed to the execution environment. From those two types we will define a cost sensitive control loop in §2.3.

We will argue that a comprehensive modeling approach is required to cover the complex aspects of load management. In §2.4 we will review the basic concepts of the chosen modeling technique which is based on functional decomposition. The design of LoMan will focus on its decision component. §3.4 presents a general view on the functionality of LoMan and serves as starting point for its the top-down design. §4.4 further refines the framework by uncovering more details to be considered.
2 Analysis of Constraints

The development of LoMan will be preceded by a detailed analysis of the system implications. Firstly, we will discuss the application environment in §2.1. We focus our discussion on the dynamic execution behavior of a single parallel application. In §2.2 we discuss the design considerations which are guided by the implications of the execution environment. From these discussions we derive the costs introduced by the management operations in §2.3. Additionally, we argue that the structure of LoMan and the complexity of the managed objects requires a comprehensive design approach.

2.1 The Application Space

Talking about job parallelism is multifaceted. It depends on the space of the observed execution environment and the viewpoint from which the observation is taken. The jobs share system resources for which they compete. Hence from the viewpoint of a single job the other jobs introduce a background load [2, 41]. In the context of load management this background load is not under the control of the management system. In Fig. 3 we refine our observation space.

![Figure 3: Levels of parallelism of executing jobs](image)

At the top level we observe the execution system (for a detailed discussion see §2.2) and see a vast collection of jobs executing in parallel. For our purposes, we subdivide this job space into two major classes: a global set of parallel applications and a global set of independent processes. At the next level, a parallel application executes on a selected and dedicated set of nodes. From the viewpoint of a single parallel application a subset of independent processes (and possibly parts of other parallel applications) execute on the same set of nodes. These other execution entities are viewed as the background load. We end up with parallelism and concurrency on a single node. On each single node, application tasks and sequential user processes execute quasi parallel\(^2\). For a detailed discussion of the time-shared system usage see also §2.2.3. Finally, each such process, either an application task or a regular user process, may contain several execution threads.

\(^2\)On workstations with more than one CPU they even may execute in parallel.
LoMan manages the tasks of a single parallel application but also considers background load. In the following, we focus on the possibly dynamic structure and relationship of a parallel application and its constituting tasks. A parallel application may be seen as a set of cooperating tasks. In contrast to serial processes they communicate to exchange intermediate results in order to compute the final application results. We assume that explicit message passing is used for communication and do not consider shared memory communication at this point. Internally, we do not consider fine grain parallelism, i.e., the tasks are not inherently parallel by exploiting light weight processes (threads).

Therefore, we formally define a parallel application $A$ to be a set of tasks $t_i$:

$$A = \{t_0, t_1, t_2, \ldots, t_a\}$$

Several characteristics of the parallel application and its constituting tasks have to be considered during the design of LoMan:

1. Initially, we assume that during the startup phase of the application its tasks are created by a single parent task $t_0$. A task $t_i$ which has been created and is ready to run will be annotated with $t^r_i$, whereas a task which is already mapped and executes on a node is annotated with $t^e_i$. The number of tasks may change during the execution time of the application. Each task may create children tasks due to algorithm demands or due to the availability of additional resources. Branch and bound algorithms are popular examples for this behavior. The classical load management cycle distinguishes between two phases: the initial task mapping of $T^r$ (i.e., the set of ready to run tasks) and the dynamically task redistribution of $T^e$ (i.e., the set of already executing tasks). In our case, the two phases are merging since the number of tasks might dynamically change. Hence, the management decisions might additionally have to consider the mapping of the pair $(T^r, T^e)$ to the nodes.

2. The tasks may have different resource requirements. For example, the tasks of a parallel application might be grouped according to the roles they play within the application. A subset of the tasks might be responsible to compute the results while the another subset is responsible to read initial data from disk and write final results to disk. Hence, the second group of tasks should be located on nodes which have access to local disks. Performing I/O to a remote disk would cost additional communication resources. Parallel client-server applications are typical examples for this behavior. From the viewpoint of LoMan the resource requirements of the tasks have to be observed and considered in more detail.

3. Different versions of the tasks executable code may exist (see §2.2.1). The load manager has to evaluate the node-task architecture fitness. At application startup time, LoMan depicts the nodes of a fitting architecture class. This choice remains fixed during the load balancing phase since task migration is currently only possible between architectural homogeneous nodes. In contrast to this, several load management systems exploit load redistribution by moving data items between the tasks.
2.2 The Execution Environment

The execution environment comprises a set of interconnected heterogeneous workstations (also called nodes). Several users may exploit the processing power of the execution environment concurrently by time-sharing its resources. We will now discuss the system implications heterogeneity (see §2.2.1) and the time-sharing usage model (see §2.2.3). From this discussion we will derive the requirements and constraints which have to be considered by LoMan.

Formally, we define the distributed execution environment \( \mathcal{E} \) to be a pair

\[
\mathcal{E} = (\mathcal{N}, \mathcal{C}),
\]

with \( \mathcal{N} \) being the set of nodes \( \mathcal{N} = \{n_1, n_2, \ldots, n_i\} \) and \( \mathcal{C} \) being the set of different communication links \( \mathcal{C} = \{c_1, c_2, \ldots, c_j\} \). The next section §2.2.1 refines this rough definition.

2.2.1 Heterogeneity

One of the major difficulties to provide transparency in distributed systems is the heterogeneity of its constituting elements [12, 34]. Heterogeneity is expressed on several levels of the hardware and software components which constitute the system. Talking about heterogeneity is often misleading in the context of distributed systems since the term covers several ambiguous meanings. In the context of system integrated load management, heterogeneity has two different obvious impacts. On the one hand side, if two nodes have different architecture the mapping and migration of incompatible code and data is prevented. On the other side, the hardware configuration of the nodes (e.g., CPU clock rate, size of main memory, local disk) determine their performance indices. Therefore, we introduce a coarse grain hierarchical classification of heterogeneity to refine and precise our discussion (see Fig. 4).

![Diagram of Heterogeneity of the execution environment](image)

Figure 4: Heterogeneity of the execution environment
Dictionaries \cite{13, 19, 40, 28} define the term *heterogeneous* as *consisting of parts or members that are very different from one another*. For our purposes, this definition is only useful to talk about the nodes in the distributed environment more generally and to state that we are concerned with different aspects of heterogeneity. We distinguish two facets of heterogeneity: *physical* heterogeneity derives from the hardware and software components used, whereas the term *logical* heterogeneity derives from the usage policy and the roles each node plays in the system.

Logical heterogeneity is of importance for the load management design if security aspects have to be considered. Additionally, it is one source of background load which has to be considered. For example, the load management system should not select a node which is configured as a database server or which is reserved to a certain other service. In this case, we assume that the services are frequently used and need large amount of node resources. Instead, other workstations should be selected even if their performance or their current loading situation favor the specialized nodes. Additionally, system security aspects might restrict the usage of some nodes for different users. From the perspective of a system integrated load management mechanism it might even be necessary to exclude some nodes for one group of users while they have to be granted to other users.

Physical heterogeneity is subdivided into two further classes: we distinguish *heteromero- nous* systems which have or consist of parts that differ in quality or the like \cite{40} and *heterometric* systems which have or consist of parts that are marked with different quantities \cite{28}. It is crucial for our purposes that quality and quantity of system resources influence each other with respect to some of the properties of the resources. Nevertheless, we introduce these terms to focus on different aspects of heterogeneity. The first class determines the migration space of the entities to be managed, whereas the second definition covers the different performance characteristics of the nodes. The following list will detail those aspects with respect to their influence on the load management design.

1. The heteromero-rous property of the system influences the selection of target nodes according the tasks executable architecture characteristics. The *architecture of the nodes* determines the data representation, i.e., instruction sets, word sizes and byte ordering of the computed data. The execution environment may comprise a number of different architecture classes. Additionally, the types and versions of the *operating systems* which may be found on the nodes in the execution environment might differ. The operating systems’ local scheduling and memory management policies determine when the mapped tasks will have access to the resources of the nodes. Different local policies will have different side effects on the runtime of the application tasks. Furthermore, different versions and releases might prevent process migration even within a single type of operating system. We do not consider process migration facilities which depend on costly preparations \cite{48} or at which residual dependencies \cite{30} remain. We assume that task migration completely hides the task occurrence on the source node \cite{43}. 
We group the nodes between which processes are migratable into a *homomerous subsystem*. Hence, several disjoint homomerous subsystems $N^i$ might exist in the heterogeneous execution environment:

$$\mathcal{N} = \{N^1, N^2, \cdots, N^n\},$$

with $N^i \cap N^j = \emptyset$, for $i \neq j$ and $1 \leq i, j \leq n$.

2. The hardware performance of the nodes in the system is determined by the *performance characteristics* of their constituting hardware resources (i.e., processing speed, memory bandwidth, I/O bandwidth). The performance indices of the nodes influence the computation of the load in the system. For example, a popular load index is the number of processes in the node's ready queue [10, 18]. This load index has to be scaled to a comparable value if two nodes have different processing speeds [1, 51]. Recently, the memory bandwidth became more and more important to determine the load of a node load since parallel applications typically utilize huge amount of memory [35, 36]. The memory management unit of the local operating system will swap the pages as soon as the local memory is fully utilized and more memory pages are needed. The swapping of memory pages will slow down the performance of the node. As already stated in §2.1, the resource usage of I/O operations significantly depends on the availability of a local disk.

The heterometric nodes of a single homomerous subsets $N^i$ may be further subdivided into *homometric classes*, although it is difficult to group the nodes according to their relative performance indices. The most popular property to group the nodes is their processing speed as determined by some artificial benchmarks. In the literature this property is also called *architecture factor* [51, 37] (in our sense this terminology is quite misleading). Therefore, we state that $N^i$ is further subdivided into:

$$N^i = \{N^i_1, N^i_2, \cdots, N^i_{\nu}\},$$

with $N^i_j$ being the set of homometric nodes.

Different types of *communication links* are possible within the same workstation cluster and hence, the performance (e.g., latency and bandwidth) of the communication links has to be considered. It is important for communication intensive parallel applications to select target nodes which are interconnected by fast communication links. Thus, the communication performance has to be considered even if the interconnection topology of the nodes is not exploitable (as it is done by many load management system on dedicated parallel machines).

Similarly to the above notion, we refine the set of communication links $\mathcal{C}$ to be subdivided into performance classes:

$$\mathcal{C} = \{C_1, C_2, \cdots, C_{\ell}\}$$
We state, that the same node might have access to different communication subsystems. The advantage of this approach is that for later enhancements of LoMan the communication via virtual shared memory is easily adoptable.

In summary, this leads to a refinement of our definition of the execution environment proposed at the beginning of this section. We group the nodes in the heterogeneous execution environment into heteromerous and heterometric subsets. With those definitions in mind, we state that current load management systems for parallel applications in heterogeneous systems are limited to heterometric systems [53, 20, 52, 7].

2.2.2 Example Configuration

Fig. 5 shows a cluster of 9 heterogeneous nodes $\mathcal{N} = \{n_1, n_2, \ldots, n_9\}$. We subdivide this set of nodes according to their physical heterogeneity (i.e., their heteromerous and heterometric characteristics).

![Figure 5: Example configuration of an execution environment](image)

The nodes are subdivided into three architecture classes and two communication classes. Obviously, the architecture classes form non-overlapping homomerous sets of nodes: $\mathcal{N}^1 = \{n_1, \ldots, n_4\}$ forms the SunSparc20 homomerous subset, $\mathcal{N}^2 = \{n_5, \ldots, n_7\}$ forms the HP PA-RISC homomerous subset and $\mathcal{N}^3 = \{n_8, n_9\}$ is the IBM RS/6000 homomerous subset. The communication subsets are overlapping, since there exist nodes which are able to communicate over several communication links: $\mathcal{E}_1 = (\{n_1, \ldots, n_6\}, C_1)$ communicate via the Ethernet link, while $\mathcal{E}_2 = (\{n_4, n_6, \ldots, n_9\}, C_2)$ communicate via the ATM link. In this case, $C_{\text{overlap}} = \{n_4, n_6\}$, i.e., the nodes $N_4$ and $N_6$ may exchange messages via both links.
2.2.3 Multiuser Mode

Fig. 6 shows an additional obvious difference between dedicated parallel machines and the cluster of heterogeneous workstations [17, 49]. This difference is mainly concerned with the facets of the multiuser mode. The former machines are mainly used in space-sharing mode, i.e., parallel applications execute on non-overlapping compute partitions [8]. At any time only one application executes within a single partition which was granted before its startup time. Each partition provides an exclusive single system image to the application. Recently, new scheduling approaches for parallel machines overcome those fixed partition sizes [31].

![Diagram showing multiuser mode](image)

**Figure 6: Time-Sharing Usage Model**

In contrast to space-sharing, coupled workstations operate in time-sharing mode. Hence, overlapping actual compute environment definitions are likely to happen if several independent parallel applications execute in the system. The promising slogan resource sharing [12] serves as guarantee that the resources are always busy as long as work has to be performed on them. They are not blocked or occupied by a waiting job. Waiting situations occurs in both job classes. On the one hand side, concurrency is managed by the local scheduling strategies. As soon as one job waits for an external event the scheduler will remove this job from the node’s CPU and grant it to another ready-to-run job. On the other hand side, in case of parallel applications it is likely to happen that tasks wait for messages (i.e., intermediate results or synchronization primitives) from other tasks. Hence, waiting situation are also typical for parallel applications.

The availability of constant node performance in the system can not be guaranteed since users log in and off the nodes at any time [34]. During their interactive sessions
they occupy the system resources with different degrees of utilization. Two different kinds of users may be distinguished from the node's viewpoint [41]. Users which are physically logged into a node are called primary users, whereas secondary users log into that node from another remote node. Primary users should not be disturbed during interactive sessions. This concept of workstation ownership is contradictory to the concept of resource sharing. We do not demand that the tasks of a parallel application have to be moved away from a node as soon as interactive users log into that node. We rather consider the user behavior in more detail to prevent a waste of system resources. From the viewpoint of a parallel application we additionally introduce the term external user. Those users are not owner of the currently executing parallel application but are the owner of other processes executing in the system. It is not necessary that the owners of parallel applications or sequential processes are physically logged into the system at the time those are executing. Generally, those jobs (i.e., a parallel application or sequential user process) are called batch jobs. Batch jobs need no interaction with the users.

The time-sharing usage model introduces additional implications which have to be considered by the load management system:

1. Workstation ownership constraints implies that interactive usage should not be disturbed by executing a parallel application,

2. but to keep the promising concept of resource sharing the demands of external users have to be considered in more detail.

3. The set of nodes on which the parallel application executes could be changed if the primary user fully utilizes the resources.

We conclude, that the set of nodes on which tasks are distributed is a subset of those nodes which will be observed, i.e., on which load is measured and interactive usage is observed. The load management system has to distinguish between two sets of nodes: the actual execution environment denotes the set of nodes on which application tasks currently execute, whereas the possible execution environment denotes the set of nodes which is observed.

2.2.4 Requirements in case of multiple Parallel Applications

LoMan is designed to manage the mapping between a single parallel application and a reconfigurable set of workstations. Efficiency reasons encourage this approach since decisions are concluded locally with respect to the resource requirements of this application. Information needed to achieve the performance goals are kept as local as possible within the management system. Thus, costly information exchange operations between different components are avoided. We will briefly discuss the effects on the design of LoMan if several parallel applications are executed concurrently in the system.
Figure 7: Negotiation between multiple LoMan systems

In §2.1 we stated that from the viewpoint of one parallel application another one is only seen as background load. Assume, each parallel application is managed by its own load management system, either LoMan or any other load management system. Each of the separated load management systems independently conclude decisions without knowledge of the decision results of other management systems. Locally, the decisions are adequate to meet the expected performance improvement for a single application. Globally, the decisions might be contrary to the expected performance benefits. For example, a lightly loaded node is independently selected as target node. The management systems might map some of their associated application tasks onto this node. Hence, the load on the node increases and might exceed a predefined load threshold. These tasks might be immediately migrated to other nodes as soon as the management systems evaluate the load situation on the node. Similarly, newly selected target nodes might get overloaded if decisions are concluded independently again. This scenario is similar to node thrashing (see §1.3), except it is not caused by an instable control loop. Hence, mechanisms have to be considered and provided to prevent contrary node selections.

In Fig. 7 we term these mechanisms with negotiation. Negotiation is performed by the load management systems LoMan$_1$ and LoMan$_2$ (although, more than two load management systems are possible). The associated execution environments ExecEnv$_1$ and ExecEnv$_2$ share the workstation Node$_4$. Hence, this workstation is a possible candidate for overloading. Nodes in the system can not be arbitrarily selected if several load management systems use a negotiation protocol. Thus, it is guaranteed that the nodes are selected in coordinated manner. Additionally, unnecessary management operations are avoided. Beside negotiation protocols, one can also imagine a global resource management system which is responsible to grant or refuse nodes [24] to a single load management system. In this document we are not interested in the details of negotiation or similar techniques. We rather state that LoMan will provide management units which may be easily extended to incorporate such techniques.
2.3 A Model for Cost Sensitive Load Management

We summarize the above system implications by listing the objects which have to be managed during the control loop by LoMan. These external constraints define the management operations and directly lead to the internal management constraints. From this point of view, we define an extended control loop for LoMan in §2.3.2.

2.3.1 Costs of Management Operations

Load management introduces additional management costs which will be considered during the decision making process. We will define these costs by summarizing the objects to be managed by LoMan and listing its necessary management operations. The managed objects and their relevant management operations are depicted in Fig. 8:

![Diagram](image)

Figure 8: Objects to be managed by LoMan

1. The **ExecEnv** — *Execution Environment* — is the set of all nodes in the environment. LoMan is responsible to select and configure the nodes on which the application tasks might execute. The configuration of actual target nodes and setting up the necessary runtime environment introduces configuration costs. At startup time of the application it is important to initially select a ”stable” machine configuration, although this is difficult in non-dedicated environments. An initially ”wrong” selection of nodes might outweigh the expected performance benefits since it is likely to happen that nodes have to be added and released to the actual set of target nodes. Hence, the reconfiguration of an already existing environment will be expensive – although it might be compulsory due to the interactive session of an external user.
2. The *ParApp — Parallel Application* — is the set of cooperating tasks. Both phases of a load management system introduce additional overhead, i.e., load mapping by task placement introduces *mapping costs* and load redistribution by task migration introduces *migration costs*. In general, the operation of task migration is more complex and thus, more expensive than task mapping due to its protocol overhead. Furthermore, it has been shown [10, 9] that an initially "good" mapping will prevent the load management system to redistribute the load too often. As stated above, this argument is only of limited benefit if unpredictable background load has to be considered. Nevertheless, we try to fulfill static resource requirements. The process of mapping application tasks near to resources they actually need is often called *affinity scheduling* [46]. For example, I/O intensive application tasks should be mapped onto nodes which have access to local disks. Thus, stored data has not to be transferred via the communication links.

3. The adaptive load model *LoadModel* is a configurable set of load indices. Measurement will introduce increasingly more overhead to the control loop as soon as more indices have to be measured. Additionally, the evaluation will be increasingly more complex. This overhead will be called *load modeling costs* [18, 32].

All three types of the operation costs will be considered by LoMan.

### 2.3.2 The Extended Control Loop of LoMan

Current load management systems base their decisions exclusively on the actual load situation of the system. For a load management mechanism which considers its own overhead, i.e., the management costs, we will introduce an *extended control loop*. The main difference to the standard control loop (see §1.2) is illustrated in Fig. 9.

![Extended Control Loop of a Cost Sensitive Load Management Facility](image)

**Figure 9:** Extended Control Loop of a Cost Sensitive Load Management Facility

---

\(^3\)In [21] it has been shown, that the problem of computing optimal task mappings is NP-complete. Therefore, only suboptimal mappings which can be found in reasonable short time are of practical interest. Heuristics and load thresholds are the most common techniques used in practice.
If necessary and possible, the decision component proposes several regulation alternatives to fulfill the performance criteria. The cost evaluation unit either picks the cheapest decision alternative or rejects all alternatives if the expected performance benefits are not worth an expensive operation. Thus, unnecessary management operations are prevented.

### 2.4 Summary and Design Considerations

To summarize the above topics §2.1 – §2.3, we list the most important requirements for the design of LoMan.

1. LoMan has to merge the two phases of initial task placement and dynamic task redistribution due to possible dynamic task creation during the runtime of the application (see §2.1).

2. Heterogeneity has to be considered in more detail. The heteromerous property of the system might exclude some nodes to be selected as possible targets. The heterometric property forces LoMan to scale load values to a possibly common base (see §2.2.1).

3. LoMan has to distinguish between the subset of nodes on which load is measured and the subset of nodes on which tasks currently execute (see §2.2.3). The presence or absence of interactive users forces or enables LoMan to dynamically reconfigure the actual execution environment.

4. LoMan is designed to manage a single parallel application in a possibly changing machine configuration. LoMan has to be extendible since mechanisms for coordination are needed if several parallel applications and hence, several LoMans execute concurrently (see §2.2.4).

5. LoMan has to judge management decisions according the overhead and resource requirements, i.e., the management costs, they introduce to the system (see §2.3.2). Management operations are rejected if they do not meet the expected performance benefits.

6. The resource requirements of application tasks have to be considered in more detail. Affinity scheduling is used during the mapping phase to fulfill static resource requirements (see §2.3.1).

At this point we stress the need for a structured modeling approach during the design phase of the system integrated load management mechanism. We use SADT to cover the complexity of the load management system and to cover the implications of parallel applications and the execution environment in a consistent manner. The next section §2.4 introduces the basic mechanism of the SADT methodology. In §3.4 we start with modeling the load management system. We continue with a more detailed description of the activities in §4.4.
3 Introduction to SADT

In this section we will briefly review the methodology and terminology used by SADT™ [25] — Structured Analysis and Design Techniques — which will guide the modeling of the load management system.

3.1 Systems and Models

SADT is a complete methodology for developing system descriptions, centered on the concepts of system modeling. A SADT model (short: model) employs both natural and graphics language to convey meaning about a particular system. The graphics language comes from SADT. A SADT model that focuses on system activities is called activity model, and one that focuses on the system things (which is a more general expression than data) is called data model. Activity models present system activities in a successively detailed manner, and they define the relationship among those activities through the transformed things of the system.

SADT models are developed for a particular motive. That reason, called the purpose of an SADT model, is derived from the way SADT formally defines a model:

\[ M \text{ is a model of a system } S \text{ if } M \text{ can be used to answer questions about } S \text{ with an accuracy of } A. \]

The purpose of a model is, by definition, answering a set of questions. Commonly, the question set for a model is developed very early in a SADT modeling effort, and is usually summarized by one or a few sentences. These sentences become the stated purpose of the model, and the question set remains as detailed backup to that sentence. When the model is complete, the questions listed will be answered by the information contained in the model.

The system itself is called the subject of the SADT model. SADT stresses the need for precisely defining the boundary of a system. Therefore, a SADT model always bounds its subject. Since the quality of a system description is dramatically reduced if it remains unfocused, SADT requires that a model be developed from one and only one particular perspective. This perspective is called the viewpoint of the model. A viewpoint is best thought of as a place, person or thing one can stand in to view the system in operation. From this fixed perspective, a consistent system description can be developed. The model will not drift around the topic and incorrectly mix together unrelated descriptions.

The subject defines what to include in, and exclude from, the model. The purpose becomes the criterion for determining when to stop the model. The final result of this process is a collection of carefully coordinated descriptions, starting from a very high
level description of the entire system and ending with detailed descriptions of system operation. Each of these coordinated descriptions is called a SADT diagram. SADT models collect and organize diagrams into a hierarchical structure, in which diagrams at the top of the model are less detailed than those at the bottom. In other words, a SADT model can be thought of as a tree-shaped collection of diagrams.

3.2 Diagram Syntax and Usage

The diagram is the basic work unit in making a model. Diagrams have their own syntax rules which are separate from the syntax rules for models. A diagram is named with a title and has standard identification information (e.g., author, date of creation or revision, status). All identification information is placed at the top of the diagram. The diagram contains boxes and arrows. The boxes represent activities of the system being modeled. Arrows connect boxes and represent interfaces or interconnections between the boxes.

Boxes are named with verbs or verb phrases as they represent the active parts of the system. For readability, SADT requires that not less than three and not more than six boxes appear in one diagram. Thus, diagrams and models are comprehensible.

![Diagram](image)

Figure 10: General notion of SADT boxes

Unlike all the other graphic-based structured analysis methods, each side of a SADT box has a specific and special meaning. As shown in Fig. 10 the left side of a box is reserved for input information, the right side is reserved for output information, the top side is reserved for control information, and the bottom side is reserved for used mechanisms. This notation represents certain principles: inputs are transformed into outputs, controls constrain or dictate under what conditions transformations occur, and mechanisms describe how the function is accomplished. In comprehensive words, we say:

Under control, input is transformed into output using the mechanism.

SADT boxes are never placed randomly on a diagram form. Instead, they are placed according to their relative order of importance as judged by the author. SADT calls this relative ordering dominance. Dominance can be thought of as the influence one box has over other boxes in a diagram. Usually, the most dominant box is placed in the upper left-hand corner of the diagram, and the least dominant box is placed in the
3.2 Diagram Syntax and Usage

lower right-hand corner. In SADT, boxes must be numbered. Box numbers provide unique identifiers for system activities and automatically organize those activities into a model hierarchy.

The arrows of a SADT activity diagram represent a collection of things and thus, they are labeled with nouns or noun phrases adjacent to some part of the arrows line. **Input arrows** represent those things used and transformed by activities. **Control arrows** represent things that constrain activities. Usually, control arrows stand for information that directs what activities to perform. **Output arrows** represent those things into which inputs are transformed. **Mechanism arrows** represent, at least in part, how activities (i.e., the functions of the system) are implemented. Thus, mechanisms represent the physical aspects of an activity (e.g., storage places, people, organizations, devices).

Good system descriptions contain a variety of things in order to adequately explain how a system works, both in detail and with its environment. The SADT graphics language distinguishes between the things transformed by a system and things that govern how the transformations are done. SADT calls these **inputs** and **controls**, respectively. SADT arrows can be thought of as cables that organize and carry this variety of things. Sometimes an activity splits an arrow into its components, just as a prism splits white light into its colors.

To summarize these concepts, we state that SADT diagrams are neither flowcharts nor just dataflow diagrams. They are constraint diagrams that describe both input-to-output transformation and the constraint rules on those transforms. In this way, arrows document the interfaces between system activities and between the system and its environment. As shown in Fig. 11 only five kinds of box interconnections are required by SADT to describe these relationships:

![SADT arrows describing activity relationships](image)

**Figure 11**: SADT arrows describing activity relationships

1. **control**: The output of one box directly constrains a box of less dominance.
2. \textit{input}: The output of one box becomes the input of a less dominant box.

3. \textit{control-feedback}: The output of one box constrains a box of greater dominance.

4. \textit{input-feedback}: The output of one box becomes the input of a box of greater dominance.

5. \textit{output-mechanism}: They represent situations in which the output of one activity becomes the means by which another activity gets done.

Control and input connections are the simplest, because they represent direct influences that are intuitively obvious and very common. Control-feedback and input-feedback connections are more complicated, because they represent iteration or recursion. That is, the outputs of one activity influence the future operations of other functions that subsequently influence the original activity. They both are drawn as \textit{backward-looping} arrows. Output-mechanism connections are interesting and somewhat unusual. They may be used to denote sequencing relationship (e.g., preparations must be complete before work can start). Therefore, output-mechanism often deal with resource allocation issues (e.g., required tools, trained people, physical space, equipment, funding, materials).

Control-feedback has a more profound affect on system operation than \textit{dataflow-feedback}, since this kind happens when the output of two functions constrain each other (the classic chicken-and-egg scenario is an example of this control-feedback). Therefore, control-feedbacks are considerable stronger than dataflow-feedbacks in the way they bind functions together.

In general, an arrow represents a collection of things, rather than one thing by itself. Because of this, they may have multiple tails (sources) and multiple heads (destinations). Arrows have the ability to branch apart and join together in arbitrarily complex ways. Arrow branches are always labeled before their branch and might be labeled after the branch point if the things are only part of the previous collection of things. Arrow joins are always labeled after the aggregation to describe the resulting collection of things. \textit{Tunneled} arrows may be used to hide the source or destination of this arrow. In diagrams they are graphically shown with braces at their heads or tails.

SADT uses a diagram configuration control scheme to manage different \textit{versions} of reworked diagrams. The scheme is build upon \textit{C-Numbers} (i.e., chronological numbers) to distinguish different versions of the same diagram. A C-Number is constructed of the author’s initials and unique sequence numbers. A log of C-Numbers is kept to identify the versions.

### 3.3 Model Syntax and Usage

Several diagrams are required to adequately describe a system. A SADT model is built by collecting and connecting diagrams. SADT models have syntax rules distinct from, but complementary to, the syntax rules for diagrams. The syntax rules define the
boundary of a model, connect diagrams into a unified whole and ensure "plug-to-plug" compatibility between diagrams.

A SADT model is a hierarchically organized set of diagrams. Each box of a diagram can be thought of as a single, well defined subject. The division of such a subject (i.e., the name of the box) is called functional decomposition. Decompositions form boundaries and each box is considered to be the formal boundary around a portion of the entire system being described. At the very top, a single box and several arrows are used to define the boundary of the entire model. A single box describes the overall task to be performed by the system. The arrows that touch the box describe the major controls, inputs, outputs and — if any — mechanisms of the system. The diagram that consists of this single box and its arrows is called the context diagram for the model. The box therefore represents the system boundary: everything inside the box is part of the system being described; everything outside the box constitutes its environment.

SADT models evolve through a process of top-down structured decomposition. The title for each diagram is taken verbatim from the box it decomposes. Each diagram is identified by the node number. The node number for the context diagram has the form: model name (or abbreviation), slash, the capital letter A (for activity model), a hyphen and zero. The node number of the diagram decomposing this box is the same without the hyphen. All other node numbers are formed by taking the node number of the parent diagram and appending to it the number of the box that is being decomposed. C-Numbers are used to identify different versions of the same diagram. Additionally, they are used to link together the diagrams both downward and upward the model hierarchy. Inside the diagram the box that is being decomposed by another one is marked with its C-Number.

SADT diagrams have external arrows — those coming from and going to the outside of the model. To ensure that several diagrams plug together SADT uses an encoding scheme called ICOM, which stands for Input, Output, Control and Mechanism. ICOM codes give the analyst a way to quickly verify that the external arrows of the corresponding diagram match the boundary arrows of the corresponding box on the parent diagram.

Node numbers, C-Numbers and ICOM codes handle the vast majority of model intra-connection situations.

3.4 Summary and Advanced Topics

In this section we discussed the SADT methodology to model the activities of a system. We introduced the basic ideas and concepts which prove that SADT is a detailed modeling technique. Two of the major differences between SADT and other structured analysis methods are

1. The separation of inputs and controls: SADT gives an analyst the capability to describe explicitly the constraints imposed on transformation functions. Constraints give a more detailed picture of how the system operates, for they describe
the rules and facts that must be followed by the transformation function. In some cases it might be useful to join the input and control information into a single control arrow if input information would also control the behavior of the next activity.

2. The importance of mechanism: A system is described first from a functional perspective. SADT mechanism arrows give an analyst the ability to precisely define how a particular function will operate, what storage is required, who will do it, and so on. Final details are added to the functions. By using the output-mechanism interconnection a sequencing of system functions is enforced.

During the authoring (i.e., the development of the model) a functional decomposition strategy which is based on the functional relatedness of system activities is often the best. By doing so, the modeler is forced to think about what the system does, independently of how the system operates. Functional decomposition also tends to deemphasize sequencing while exposing the constraints on system activities.

One major disadvantage of the SADT modeling approach has to be mentioned. SADT activity models exactly describe what the system does and how the activities are guided. But, when the activities are actually executed is left unattended and is not visible from the diagrams (except sequencing which is enforced by output-mechanism arrows). Thus we state, that SADT is a sufficiently comprehensive methodology during the design phase of a system, but the diagrams have to be converted into other models if timing constraints have to be considered. One possibility to overcome this drawback is to describe the timing order of the activities when the diagrams are explained with natural language. Additionally, [29] presents techniques to convert SADT diagrams into colored Petri Nets [15] — a special form of high-level Petri Nets [16]. High-level Petri Nets could be used during the analysis phase if the concurrency and timing order of the activities are of major importance. For our purposes, it is sufficient to describe the timed control flow with natural language.

Finally, we introduce some new notations which are used during the modeling phase. We briefly explain these notations according to Fig. 11. Arrows coming from outside diagrams are drawn with empty heads, whereas arrows which are used inside them are drawn with filled heads. Boxes and arrows of each diagram will be explained by natural language. We use the notation ” [B.n]” to refer to a box in the diagram which has dominance n. The associated activity will be written in Italic mode. The information which is carried by the arrows will be written in Sans Serif mode.

Until now, we just introduced the syntax of SADT diagrams and models, but left the process of modeling unattended. The steps required for modeling the system are introduced in §3.4. Hand in hand with the description of those steps we develop a model for the load management system.
4 Load Management Design

In this section we will try to adopt the SADT methodology to the design of LoMan. In §4.1 the purpose and viewpoint of the model will be defined. From the viewpoint of SADT activity modeling, data decomposition must initially precede and be done concurrently with activity decomposition. We will discuss these steps in §4.2. From this starting point we develop the context and the top diagram of LoMan in §4.3 and §4.4. We continue by stepping down the hierarchy uncovering more details in §4.4.

4.1 Purpose and Viewpoint of the LoMan model

For the design of LoMan we will model its activities. According to §3.1, SADT activity models are developed for the particular reason to answer a set of questions. The set of questions which have to be answered, the resulting purpose of the model, possible perspectives and the chosen viewpoint are depicted in Fig. 12.

To be more precise, we state that the chosen viewpoint is the heart of every load management mechanism: the decision component. All activities which have to be performed by LoMan are controlled by this component. The decision component evaluates the current load situation and additional demands. One exceptional property compared to other load management systems is that LoMan will also consider the costs of the activities before it actually activates the distribution components.

4.2 Data and Activity List

The first step for developing the LoMan model is to determine the data and activity lists. The SADT methodology advises the separation of necessary data items — which are a collection of "things", and not specific data types in programming languages — and the actions to be performed. In §4.1 we defined the purpose of the model by identifying the question set and fixed the viewpoint on the system. The decomposition of data items and activity is done according to the roles each component plays in the LoMan cycle.

In Fig. 13 we listed a vast collection of information used and transformed by LoMan. Two major groups of input may be identified. The first group covers all information and descriptions which relate to a parallel application and its constituting tasks. The second group covers the information about the workstations on which the application may execute. The physical entities in those groups have to be managed by LoMan, whereas the logical entities are used as information guides. Additionally, we identified the external users as a source of input for LoMan. External user demands and their sequential jobs have to be considered by LoMan. Users may restrict the set of possible targets (i.e., workstations on which tasks may execute) by interactive node usage. All information regarding the interdependency between the executing application and the involved workstations will be handled inside the LoMan cycle.
Identify the tasks and their causal ordering of a load management system in heterogeneous execution environments in which sequential user processes execute concurrently with parallel applications.

Questions:
- how to obtain balanced system utilization while preserving minimum runtime?
- how to handle external users and their loads?
- how may the application influence the load determination?
- when is the load model activated?
- what are the load managers tasks?
- how are dynamically changing machine configurations handled?
- what information is needed inside the load manager?
- what costs have the LoMan activities and what are their influences?

Purpose and Viewpoint for LoMan

Perspectives:
- the parallel application
- the execution environment
- the load manager
- the user of the parallel application
- an external user

Viewpoint:
- The decision component of the load management system.
- parallel application
- task group
- task description
- task communication relation
- task resource requirements
- priority of tasks
- user host requirements
- external user
- sequential jobs
- application architecture constraints
- application characteristic
- application historical info
- application progress
- application execution time
- task execution time
- task auxiliary signals
- task states
- task identifier
- task location
- task home node (creator)
- task architecture constraints
- application's file system location
- task load
- unfinished application
- unfinished task

- workstation (=node)
- set of homogeneous nodes
- restricted architecture set
- unconditional architecture set
- operating system version
- node static description
- node dynamic description
- node functional description
- node performance description
- file system location
- node load values
- user activity
- set of actual nodes
- set of possible nodes
- node identifier
- prepared node
- node states
- actual mapping
- recommended mapping
- list of mappings
- load model
- load value
- set of load values
- possible load model

- configured load model
- node attached
- node detached
- list of load values
- cost estimates
- time estimates
- configuration costs
- possible load model
- task data location
- task communication frequency
- task average message size

**Figure 13**: Information moved during the LoMan cycle
Figure 14: Activities to be performed during the LoMan cycle

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Node:</th>
<th>Title:</th>
<th>Number:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LoMan/A-0</td>
<td>Activity List for LoMan Modelling</td>
<td>CR001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Hand in hand with the development of the data list we listed and organized the activity list shown in Fig. 14. According to the groups of information we synthesized five activity groups: (1) activities for application management, (2) activities for controlling the execution environment, (3) the decision making process of LoMan, (4) the load, cost and mapping evaluations and the (5) observation of the external users. The activity groups will serve as a basis for the top diagram of LoMan which will be developed in §4.4.

4.3 The LoMan context diagram

The context diagram of LoMan (see Fig. 15) identifies the general view on what has to be done by the load manager. Additionally, it repeats the purpose and the selected viewpoint derived in §4.1.

We will briefly discuss the context diagram. The overall question to be answered by the load manager is "when to distribute which load producing object to which load consuming component?". Hence, the overall activity to be performed by LoMan to answer this question is to manage the load distribution [B.1]. With the term "distribute" we refer to both initial task placement and dynamically redistribution of already executing tasks. The box and the arrows in the context diagram build the boundary between the LoMan system and its environment. Any information handled inside LoMan is not shown by the context diagram. This information will rather be the output of internal activities. For example, the mapping between tasks and workstations is a result of internal activities and therefore it is not shown in Fig. 15.

To be more precise, we have to discuss the boundaries in more detail. Recall, that the semantics of an SADT box may be formulated as follows: "Under control, input is transformed into output using the mechanism." Thus, we have to describe these information items.

The collection of input things is subdivided into three parts:

1. The term parallel application (I-1) refers to all static and dynamic characteristics of an application which are needed by LoMan. For example, this includes the name of the workstation on which the application has been started, the resource requirements of the tasks, the number of tasks, the architecture constraints and so on.

2. The term execution environment (I-2) refers to all the information which relate to the coupled heterogeneous workstations. The execution environment is under control of LoMan as long as a parallel application executes. For example, this includes the static descriptions of the available workstations, the actual configuration of workstations on which the application tasks execute, and so on.

3. The term external user demands (I-3) covers all possible input given by the users of the cluster, whether explicitly or implicitly. The demands may have influence on how LoMan reacts. For example, the presence of an user may exclude a
Subject:

- performance criteria (C-1)
- management policy (C-2)
- parallel application execution environment (I-1)
- external user demands (I-2)
- (I-3)
- manage the load distribution
- (O-1) mapping state
- (O-2) environment utilization
- OCM CoCheck NSR (M-1) (M-2) (M-3)

Purpose: Identify the tasks and their causal ordering of a load management system in heterogeneous execution environments in which sequential user processes execute concurrently with parallel applications.

Viewpoint: The decision component of the load management system.

Figure 15: The SADT context diagram of LoMan
workstation for further usage. On the other side, it may be possible that LoMan distributes a single sequential job if a user gives permission to do so, thus not disturbing the execution of an application task (until now, this is not explicitly modeled).

We are interested in a balanced resource utilization in the cluster while minimizing the execution time of the parallel application. The output covers exactly those two goals. At this point, we do not consider how to define these measures. The mapping state (O-1) can be seen as an online display of the actual mapping of application tasks to workstations. The environment utilization (O-2) is strongly interrelated with this mapping state. It can be viewed as an online statistics of the current utilization of the workstations.

The control input are the objectives and directives for the activities. The performance criteria (C-1) have to be considered during the decision making process of LoMan. In general, the performance criteria cover the balanced resource utilization and the minimum execution time of the application. The management policy (C-2) may be thought of as blueprints which indicate how the activities have to be coordinated (e.g., sender-, receiver-, mixed- or centralized strategies).

The mechanism inputs cover all auxiliary components and tools which are used by LoMan, but which are not part of LoMan itself. The mechanisms provided by the operating system of each workstation and its additional services are mainly used for the low level functionality of LoMan (e.g., for the communication between the LoMan components). Three different auxiliary tools are used: OCM (M-1) [22] is an OMIS [23] Compliant Monitoring System. The OMIS project aims at defining a standard interface between tools for parallel systems and monitoring systems. OCM is designed for PVM programs running on workstation clusters. CoCheck (M-2) [41, 42] (Consistent Checkpointing) is used to create application checkpoints and enable task migration. Finally, NSR (M-3) [14] (Node Status Reporter) is used to determine static and dynamic characteristics of the nodes in the system. For example, static characteristics cover architecture description and performance indices of the nodes, whereas dynamic characteristics cover the load situation and interactive usage.

All information things will be described in more detail when they are actually used, i.e., while we are stepping down the hierarchy by further functional decompositions.

### 4.4 The LoMan top diagram

SADT activity modeling is based on functional decomposition. In the following, we will describe the top diagram of LoMan as shown in Fig. 16. The top diagram is located at hierarchy level 0. The most important activities of LoMan are subdivided into four main parts. Each of the parts influences the others in some ways. We will discuss those influences by describing the data- and controlflow between the boxes. Further decompositions of the four boxes are discussed in §4.4.

The decomposition of the context diagram results in the following activities (the data- and controlflow will be described further down):
Figure 16: The top level SADT diagram of LoMan
1. The most dominant box defines the main activity to be performed by LoMan, i.e., to *perform load distribution* [B.1]. The standard control loop of the load management cycle is located within this activity, i.e., the load measurement and the decision component. The main purpose of this activity is to determine the sequence of the subsequent activities (see §5.1 for further details). NSR will be used to determine the load situation on the nodes.

2. The load management system has to *interact with the application* [B.2]. These interactions manipulate the mappings of the application tasks to the execution nodes and influence the decision component of LoMan. The first activity of the load management system is to accept the application as soon as it is submitted by the user (see §5.2 for a more detailed decomposition).

3. Additionally, LoMan has to *control the environment* [B.3], i.e., the nodes which have to be configured to execute the application tasks. In general, the set of nodes on which the application tasks are executed is not known in advance. The set will rather be configured before the application tasks are initially mapped (see §5.3). If necessary and possible, the preferences of the application user will be considered.

4. The environment implications *heterogeneity* and *time-sharing* are evaluated while LoMan will *analyze the constraints* [B.4]. These constraints are outside the scope of the standard control loop. The extended control loop of LoMan will be directed by the objects to be managed (i.e., the execution nodes and the application tasks) and by external user requirements (see §5.4 for more details).

Input arrows coming from and output arrows going to the context diagram have been discussed in §4.3. We will now describe the dataflow and controlflow within the top diagram as seen from the perspective of LoMan's decision component. According to the dominance of boxes in Fig. 16 we will start our discussion at the top left corner of the diagram.

The activity *perform load distribution* has two input items: the ParApp characteristics and the possible ExecEnv. Both inputs are results of the two less dominant boxes *interact with the application* and *control the environment* respectively. Thus, the arrows representing those input items are drawn as input-feedback. The term ParApp characteristics groups static and dynamic information about the application, e.g., the actual number of application tasks and their resource requirements. The possible ExecEnv covers information about the workstations which are possible targets to distribute the application tasks. This set of nodes could contain more workstations than are actually involved for executing the application. Similarly, the execution of *perform load distribution* is controlled by results of two less dominant boxes. The control-feedback information state of ParApp and constraints are outputs of *interact with the application* and *analyze the constraints* respectively. For example, the application's executable code versions may be limited to a certain architecture or external users might restrict the use of dedicated workstations. These are examples for constraints. An important
control-feedback is expressed by the state of ParApp since the decision component operates and produces different results depending on this state. The two most obvious differences are whether the application tasks have to be initially mapped or dynamically redistributed. Thus, a "ready-to-run" application will direct the operation in another way than already "executing" application tasks. The output of perform load distribution could be characterized twofold. On the one hand side, the decision component determines the next step to be performed, i.e. whether to interact with the application, to control the environment or to analyze the constraints. Parts of these information include the configuration map for the workstations to be included into the actual ExecEnv. Other parts cover the distribution map for the mapping between the application tasks and the target workstations. Which part of the information — covered by the next step — is actually used depends on the selected activity.

A classic output-mechanism connection between two boxes is given by actual ExecEnv. As discussed in §3.2 this kind of interconnection denotes a sequencing relationship, like the resource allocation problem. In our case, the workstations have to be configured and prepared by control the environment before the application tasks are distributed by interact with the application.

Each of the above boxes and their relevant information will be discussed in more detail in §4.4. The strength of the SADT modeling approach is now visible: having a general idea of what LoMan will do we are able to uncover more details while stepping down the diagram hierarchy.
5 Structured Decomposition of LoMan

In §4.4 we described the top diagram of LoMan. The four activities depicted in that diagram (see Fig. 16) serve as a starting point for further functional decomposition. In this section we want to step down the hierarchy of LoMan’s activities. We will recognize the strength of the SADT modeling technique as an byproduct during that journey. The interdependency of the activities, i.e., to perform load distribution (see §5.1), to interact with the application (see §5.2), to control the execution environment (see §5.3) and to analyze the constraints (see §5.4), will be described in consistent manner. Note, that we stay strictly in the perspective of the decision component of the load management system.

5.1 Performing Load Distribution

The main goal of LoMan is to distribute the load producing tasks to the load consuming nodes. The standard control loop of every load management mechanism is located within the activity perform load distribution (see §1.2). This includes the measurement and collection of the load values in the execution environment and the subsequent comparison of the load values. Additionally, the decision component has to consider the two system implications heterogeneity and the time-sharing usage model. It might be necessary to refine and optimize the decisions which are based only on load values. The costs of reconfiguring the set of actually involved nodes and the migration of tasks between nodes might outweigh the expected performance benefits (see §2.3). In this case, it might be better not to change the actual mapping between tasks and nodes or to find another cost effective mapping.

5.1.1 Functional Decomposition

The functional decomposition of perform load distribution at level 1 of the SADT hierarchy leads to four activities which are illustrated in Fig. 17. The following list also discusses the information items to be transformed, the resulting output, the guiding constraints and the mechanisms used. The separation of topic 2. and 3. enlights the difference between the standard and the extended control loop.

1. LoMan has to determine the load situation [B.1] in the possible ExecEnv since the system wide loading situation, i.e., the system load, serves as one main determining part during the decision making process. The NSR processes which are located on the nodes in the possible ExecEnv are used to measure and collect the load values. The system load is the description of the load situation on each possible target node. Initially, the load model configuration describes a default set of load values to be measured. The timer step initiates the activity. In our first approach we assume that this activation signal is enabled at fixed time intervals, although more sophisticated mechanisms might be used. For example, activities
Figure 17: LoMan activity: perform load distribution
are only initiated if changes of load situation exceed a predefined threshold. The successive activities depend on the availability of the new load values (see §5.1.2).

2. LoMan will prepare the distributions [B.2] according to the system load by calculating the mappings between the application tasks and the nodes in the possible ExecEnv. The resource requirements of the application tasks are described by the application characteristics. The actual mappings are considered if application tasks already execute or new tasks are created. The output of this activity are the suggested mappings which contain both the configuration map for the set of nodes to be included into the actual ExecEnv and the distribution map for the mappings between the application tasks and the target nodes. Several constraints coming from outside the diagram direct the activity. The performance criteria and the management policy describe how the mappings have to be calculated. The constraints will provide a priority order of currently available nodes (see §5.4). The optimizations which are output of the less dominant box may force a recalculation of the suggested mappings. We will discuss this item right below and refine the activity in §5.1.3. This activity mainly covers the standard control loop which was reviewed in §1.2.

3. LoMan might optimize the decisions [B.3] by evaluating the suggested mappings according to the management costs they introduce to the system (see §2.3.1). One of the major impacts to the efficiency of the decision are the costs to reach the given performance criteria. The directing constraints, i.e., the costs for migrating tasks between nodes will finally determine the accepted mappings. As a control-feedback, the optimizations guide the new calculation of the suggested mappings if the costs outweigh the expected performance benefits. Similarly, the load model configuration depends on the resource fitness between the nodes and the tasks’ requirements (see §5.4). Thus, not only the system load but also the constraints direct the list of mappings and configurations in the accepted mappings.

4. The behavior and interrelation of all activities in the diagram is mainly guided by the state of the application. The timer step starts with the extended management cycle as soon as the application is ready-to-run. The accepted mappings are part of the next step and therefore, will direct and control the mapping steps [B.4] which are subsequently performed by LoMan. The output is represented by next step and is visible to the upper diagram. Two different kinds of control inputs to other boxes are visible: on the one side, next step controls the ordering of subsequent activities, and on the other side detailed information is provided on what the directed activities have to do.

The next sections discuss further functional decompositions of the activities. In §5.1.2 we show what activities have to be performed during the determination of the system load. The preparation of the task distribution will be discussed in §5.1.3.
5.1.2 Determine the Load Situation

As mentioned in §2.3 we do not consider load modeling in detail, but we describe here what activities have to be performed to determine the system load situation. A further decomposition of the first activity of the diagram shown in Fig. 17 results in additional four activities. The NSR is used to determine the load of the nodes in the possible ExecEnv. The activities are illustrated in Fig. 18 and explained in the following list:

1. Initially, the NSRDs (NSR Daemon processes) measure and propagate a default set of new load values which indicate the load on the nodes. LoMan might configure the NSRD [B.1] according to the load model configuration. The node locations (I-1) determine the nodes in the possible ExecEnv on which the NSRD reside.

2. LoMan will receive the load vectors [B.2] with the aid of NSR. Hence, LoMan receives plain load values at every timer step. The plain load values might even have different semantics for different operating systems. The schedulers and memory management strategies of the local operating systems might differ to an extend to which the load values are calculated in different ways. A pre-scaling with respect to the heterometric characteristics of the nodes is performed by the NSRD and has not to be considered by LoMan.

3. The performance indices (I-2) of the nodes are used to scale the load values [B.3]. The scaling operation produces a comparable load description for each node.

4. Finally, LoMan produces a description of the system load during the activity aggregate to a global view [B.4]. The system load can be viewed as a list of scaled load values.

5.1.3 Prepare the Distributions

The preparation of the suggested mappings is illustrated in Fig. 19. The functional decomposition of prepare the distributions results in three activities:

1. LoMan has to propose the node selection [B.1] on which the application tasks should be mapped. Under control of the constraints a load ordered list of nodes is calculated according to the system load. Additionally, LoMan will consider all nodes in the possible ExecEnv to suggest the node selection. Although, nodes which are included in the actual mapping will receive higher priority. A configuration history of the nodes is kept inside LoMan to avoid (or at least reduce) the problem of node fickleness (see §1.3).

2. According to the performance criteria LoMan will calculate heuristical task mappings [B.2] for the current system load. From the dynamic ParApp characteristics (e.g., the number of tasks to be mapped) possible (node,task) mappings are suggested which may include several alternatives.
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Figure 18: LoMan activity: determine the load situation
Figure 19: LoMan activity: prepare the distributions
3. Due to the optimizations LoMan will refine the task mappings [B.3]. Therefore, it selects the optimized (node,task) mappings out of the possible (node,task) mappings. The suggested mappings will be analyzed when LoMan will optimize the decisions.

5.2 Interacting with Parallel Applications

The interaction of the load management system with the parallel application and its constituting tasks mainly controls the mapping between the tasks and nodes. On the other side, it also directs the behavior of and the decision to be concluded by LoMan since the extended cycle starts as soon as the user submits the application. These interrelations between the application and the management cycle is formally expressed in the top diagram (see §4.4). We will now refine the steps which are executed to interact with the application.

5.2.1 Functional Decomposition

The functional decomposition of interact with the application at level 1 of the SADT hierarchy results in four activities which are illustrated in Fig. 20. The following list also discusses the data- and control flow between the boxes in the diagram.

1. The first interaction is guided by the initial step (C-1) of LoMan during which it has to accept the application [B.1]. The description of the parallel application is the only input for this activity (and the whole diagram). Some information has to be stored and prepared after LoMan has accepted the application. For example, LoMan stores the identifier of the node on which the application was submitted. Three different output items indicate the subsequent behavior of LoMan. The ready-to-run state of the application indicates that LoMan has to subsequently prepare the actual ExecEnv on which the initial tasks have to be mapped. No task is executing yet. The static ParApp characteristics, i.e., the statics, are extracted during this activity. For example, static application characteristics include the number of initially created tasks (see §2.1) and their architecture requirements.

2. The activities necessary to actually distribute the tasks to nodes are performed while LoMan will manipulate the task mappings [B.2]. The control input for the whole diagram is the next step. This control input splits into more detailed information items which depend on the state of the application. One refinement of the next step is the required mapping (C-2) which may be seen as a recipe. This recipe indicates which tasks have to be distributed to which nodes. The tasks execute on the nodes in the actual ExecEnv after they have been distributed and hence, the state of the application changes from ready-to-run to executing. The state executing is kept as long as at least one application task is still executing. The mapping state is updated every time at which new distribution is required, i.e., when the current mapping changes.
Figure 20: LoMan activity: interact with the application
3. In order to configure the load model, i.e., to identify the resource requirements of the tasks which have the major impact on the system load, LoMan has to observe tasks' dynamic behaviour [B.3] in the actual ExecEnv. According to the current mapping the dynamic ParApp characteristics, i.e., the dynamics, are used to configure the load model. There is no input for the activity since there is nothing to be transformed but rather to be monitored. Additionally, LoMan recognizes if new tasks are created during the runtime of the application. Those new tasks will also serve as input for manipulate the task mappings, since they have also to be mapped to nodes.

4. Finally, LoMan will finish the application [B.4] as soon as no more tasks are executing and no more tasks are created. The actual mapping dictates the garbage collection in the execution environment, i.e., which additional processes have to be removed by LoMan from the possible ExecEnv. Those additional processes may serve as the runtime environment for the parallel application. Again, the cleaning of the possible ExecEnv depends on the state of the application. The state exiting starts cleaning up of the environment.

5.2.2 Manipulate the Task Mappings

LoMan steps through several activities to manipulate the task mappings. Additionally, the states of application and tasks are under control of LoMan. The functional decomposition is illustrated in Fig. 21:

1. As soon as the parallel application is ready-to-run and creates its initial tasks, LoMan will accept the tasks [B.1]. Accepting the initial tasks includes the preparation of internal management lists. For example, for each task its creator is stored. Thus, LoMan knows the location of the home node for every task. Additionally, dynamically created new tasks will be caught in a first stage. Both types of tasks are under control of LoMan and they are ready to be mapped.

2. LoMan will create the tasks [B.2] by mapping them onto the nodes in the actual ExecEnv. Which task has to be mapped onto which node is indicated by the initial mappings. Although the tasks are created, they are not yet executing.

3. LoMan will control the task states [B.3]. Hence, it is responsible to start, stop and continue the tasks on the nodes to which they have been mapped. The instructions to perform these controlling steps (and the preparation of the task execution) are provided by OCM. The decision unit of LoMan indicates the migration of already executing tasks by providing the redistribution mappings. Thus, the activity is also responsible for migration control. Two subsequent activities will be performed in that case:

4. LoMan will prepare the migration [B.4] by providing the source/target nodes which have been extracted from the redistribution mappings. The checkpointing facility of CoCheck is used to set up a skeleton task.
Figure 21: LoMan activity: manipulate the task mappings
5. CoCheck is also used to initialize the skeleton task with a previously saved checkpoint. Hence, LoMan is also responsible to migrate the tasks [B.5].

Both activities create the tasks and migrate the tasks will update and provide detailed information about the current mapping state.

5.3 Controlling the Execution Environment

One of the first steps of the decision component is to select a set of nodes on which the application tasks should execute as soon as the application is ready-to-run. The activities which are necessary to manage the execution environment are directed by the results of the extended load management cycle. The main purpose of this activity is to set up and configure a target set of workstations. The set of workstations has to satisfy the architectural requirements imposed by the parallel application. In case of a changing load situation in a primarily configured set of nodes this set might be reconfigured. Less loaded nodes will be added while overloaded nodes will be excluded from the set of actually involved nodes. Similarly, if external users restricts or allows the use of single workstations (see §5.4 for details) an already configured set of nodes might change.

5.3.1 Functional Decomposition

The functional decomposition of control the environment in the SADT hierarchy leads to four activities at level 1 which are illustrated in Fig. 22. Which activity will be executed is determined by the information of next step — the general result of perform load distribution. The next step contains the configuration map if this activity is selected by the decision component.

For the discussion we will distinguish between the two terms list of nodes and set of nodes. The former describes the information controlling the configuration of the execution environment while the latter is used to describe the physical set of nodes. The roles of Node Marker, Node Attacher and Node Detacher are explained in more detail further down.

1. LoMan will setup the ExecEnv [B.1] after the application is submitted by the user and is ready-to-run. During this activity the available heterogeneous execution environment which represents the unconditional set of all nodes is restricted to the nodes which are compatible to the executable code versions of the application tasks. The resulting possible ExecEnv is a subset of all workstations in the heterogeneous cluster which meet the architecture requirements. Thus, the possible ExecEnv may also be viewed as a set of at least one homnerous subsystems (see the definitions in §2.2.1) and is the observation space for LoMan. Initially, the possible ExecEnv is identical to the possible set of nodes which serves as input for the next activity. The architecture requirements are part of the configuration map.
Figure 22: LoMan activity: control the execution environment
and are essentially a list of required architectures. This list is used by an auxiliary tool — the Node Marker — to mark those nodes for possible future usage (see below). It is likely to happen that not all selected workstations are necessary or currently allowed to serve as targets for executing the application (e.g., if 8 nodes are selected for an application which consists of only 4 tasks). For example, the load management system will configure the NSR processes only on the marked nodes.

2. LoMan will initialize the ExecEnv [B.2] by selecting nodes of the possible ExecEnv according the dynamic application constraints and the system load. The constraints are evaluated in analyze the constraints (see §5.4). The result is the actual ExecEnv on which the application tasks will be mapped and executed, i.e., LoMan’s activity space. From a logical point of view, the Node Attacher takes the initial list of nodes to set up all processes which are necessary to execute the application tasks (i.e., the runtime environment for the applications). Additionally, the Node Attacher is responsible to set up any process which is required for the load management cycle. The recording of the environment utilization is initialized.

3. Several conditions might force LoMan to reconfigure the ExecEnv [B.3]. For example, the load situation in the possible ExecEnv changes dramatically or nodes which have been previously occupied by external users are available again. A list of pairs of changing nodes dictates which nodes have to be included into and excluded from the actual set of nodes. Remember, that the actual ExecEnv is a subset of the possible ExecEnv. The attached nodes are grouped in the new node set, whereas nodes which are removed are grouped in the old node set. Again, the Node Attacher is responsible to set up the necessary processes to execute the application tasks. On the other side, the Node Detacher (M-1) removes those processes. Furthermore, the environment utilization is updated.

4. LoMan will resolve the ExecEnv [B.4] as soon as the application exits. The Node Detacher uses the actual list of nodes to detach the actually involved nodes, i.e., to remove all relevant processes. The result of this activity is an unconditional environment, i.e., the nodes are not longer under control of LoMan. (One of the last activities could be the reconfiguration of the load models within the NSRD processes.)

In Fig. 22 the unconditional environment is located at the head of a tunneled output arrow. For our purposes, this result is only of limited interest. Similarly, the auxiliary tools Node Marker, Node Attacher and Node Detacher are located at the tail of tunneled arrows, i.e., these mechanisms do not come from outside the diagram. Instead, they are assumed to be available within the diagram (this reduces the complexity of the SADT modeling approach). For the current approach, they only cover the simple functionality to setup or delete additional processes of the PPE which are needed to execute the application tasks. The unconditional environment and those tools become more important if several load management systems concurrently execute in the network. According to §2.2.4, LoMan is designed to manage the mapping of a single parallel application. In
order to be extendible, we separated the functionality to control the PPE from LoMan. The tools serve as entry points to incorporate mechanisms of negotiation for future extensions of LoMan. Nodes in the unconditional environment are available to other load management systems.

### 5.3.2 Reconfigure the actual execution environment

In §2.3.1 we stated that operations to reconfigure the actual execution environment introduce additional costs, i.e., the *configuration costs*. At this point we want to look into more details which activities are actually performed (see Fig. 23).

For simplicity, we assume that **pairs of changing nodes** are denoted by \((n,m)\), where \(n\) is the number of the node to be attached while \(m\) is the number of node to be detached. Thus, it is easy to express which nodes are attached, detached or exchanged. Nodes which are added from the *possible* ExecEnv to the *actual* ExecEnv if for some \(n\) in the list \(n \neq -1\). Nodes are detached from the *actual* ExecEnv if for some \(m\) in the list \(m \neq -1\). Nodes are exchanged if for some pairs \((n,m)\) in the list \(n \neq -1, m \neq -1\) and \(n \neq m\). Hence, the activities are:

1. The **attaching node list** guides the Node Attacher when LoMan will *reserve new nodes* [B.1]. Those nodes are not yet used within the *possible set of nodes*, but will be part of the *enhanced set of nodes* as soon as the activity is finished.

2. Again, the Node Attacher will be used to finally *setup the tasks exec. context* [B.2]. The context of the tasks describes all necessary processes of the parallel programming environment without which the tasks cannot execute. A *new set commit* is the output of the activity and will finally determine the *new node set*. In general, LoMan will now migrate the tasks between pairs of exchanging nodes. LoMan will continue with detaching the nodes as soon as the tasks are migrated.

3. The *new set commit* also forces the sequencing order for the next activity, i.e., to *resolve the tasks exec. context* [B.3] on the nodes which are no longer used. The Node Detacher removes all parts of the active PPE from the nodes which are listed in the *detaching node list*. The output is the *reduced set of nodes*.

4. An *old set commit* will finally determine the *old node set*. LoMan will also guide the Node Detacher to *release old nodes* [B.4] From the viewpoint of the application these operations are transparent. LoMan instead, will update its *configuration history* to prevent the node thrashing effect.

Especially the activities to setup and to resolve the tasks execution contexts will introduce the costs. One major difference exists between reservation and release of nodes and actually setting up and resolving the tasks execution contexts respectively. That is, the former activities control the components of LoMan, whereas the latter control the additional application components as introduced by the parallel programming environments.
Figure 23: LoMan activity: reconfigure the actual execution environment
5.4 Analyzing the Constraints

This activity is responsible for evaluating the constraints imposed by the system and application. On the one side, the architecture and performance requirements of the application tasks have to be evaluated, and on the other side the external user demands might restrict the currently available set of nodes.

The functional decomposition of analyze the constraints at level 1 of the SADT hierarchy results in four activities which are illustrated in Fig. 24. Again, the next step directs the selection of one internal activity. Which activity is selected depends on the state of the application. We state that the boxes within the diagram are only loosely interrelated.

1. At the beginning of the management cycle, LoMan will evaluate the architecture constraints [B.1] as soon as the application is accepted and its architecture requirements (I-1) are known. The result is the list of nodes for load acquisition (O-1), i.e., what is later called the possible ExecEnv. Additionally, homomerous subsets of these nodes within the node sets for task migration are collected. We assume that process migration is only possible between homomerous nodes (see §2.2.1).

2. Not only the architecture requirements but also the resource preferences and limits (I-2) of the application tasks has to be considered when selecting possible target nodes. Therefore, LoMan will evaluate the resource fitness [B.2] according to the tasks' requirements and the nodes' performance and logical configuration (I-3). For example, preferences could guide LoMan to select the nodes which have local disk access and fast interconnection links. On the other side, it is possible that the user of the application has access restrictions to some nodes in the possible ExecEnv even if the performance requirements are met by those nodes. This information is part of the resource limits. The result will be a node ranking for the tasks (O-2) according to expected performance benefits.

3. Especially for the migration of tasks, the decision costs (O-3) might outweigh the expected performance benefits. LoMan has to determine the costs of mapping [B.3] to overcome this drawback by analyzing the number and size of tasks (I-4) to be migrated and the configuration costs (I-5). The decision costs will differ depending on the actually necessary steps. For example, the migration of tasks will be more expensive if the configuration of the actual ExecEnv has to be changed. This reconfiguration involves additional steps which would not be necessary if migration is performed within an unchanged actual ExecEnv.

4. LoMan has to avoid conflicts with interactive users and hence, it has to observe the users' node locking [B.4]. LoMan will check for interactive usage (I-6) and the explicitly unlock of nodes (I-7). The result of this observation is a set of current node restrictions (O-4) which may reorder the node ranking for the tasks.
Figure 24: LoMan activity: analyze the constraints
5.5 Summary and Outlook

We conclude and summarize the SADT modeling approach with an overview of LoMan's activity hierarchy which is shown in Fig. 25. The hierarchy is given by stepping from the outer activities (darker gray color) to the inner activities (white color).

![Hierarchy of LoMan activities](image)

Figure 25: Hierarchy of LoMan activities

In §2.4 we listed the most important requirements which have to be met by LoMan. Each topic of this requirement list will be discussed and reviewed at according topics in the following list.

1. Parallel applications may dynamically create tasks during their runtime. LoMan merges the two phases of initial task placement and dynamic task redistribution. In §5.1.3 (prepare the distributions) it has been shown that LoMan considers the actual task mapping as soon as it has to calculate heuristical task mappings.

2. Heterogeneity is considered at two points. The architecture requirements (see §5.3.1: setup the ExecEnv) of the application restricts the execution environment to a subset of homomorous node sets. This subset may contain just a single node set if only a single executable version of the application exists. Additionally, the heterometric property of the system is considered in §5.4 as soon as LoMan has to evaluate the resource fitness. The performance indices are also used when LoMan has to scale the load values (see §5.1.2).
3. The separation of the possible ExecEnv and actual ExecEnv enables LoMan to distinguish the available nodes for two different purposes. The set of nodes in the actual ExecEnv is a subset of nodes in the possible ExecEnv\(^5\). Load indices are measured on nodes of the possible ExecEnv, whereas tasks execute only on nodes of the actual ExecEnv.

4. The auxiliary tools Node Marker, Node Attacher and Node Detacher are entry points if negotiation has to considered (see §5.3.1). Negotiation (or similar techniques) are needed if several parallel applications are under control of load management systems. Future extensions of LoMan will provide mechanisms for coordinated access to the nodes in the system.

5. LoMan considers management costs when it optimizes the mapping decisions which are just based on load values (see §5.1.1: optimize the decisions). Management operations which are selected due to the current load situation are rejected if they do not meet the expected performance benefits.

6. Affinity scheduling is enabled since LoMan compares the resource requirements and preferences of the tasks with the configuration of the nodes (see §5.4). Nodes will be ordered and preferable selected according to those requirements.

Hence, the requirements which have to be considered during the design phase are fulfilled. As an byproduct, the strength of the SADT methodology has been shown during the design phase. As already mentioned in §3.3 the node numbers, the C-Numbers and the ICOM encoding scheme are used to review and perform syntax checking of the diagrams.

The next steps will be the specification of the data structures and functions used inside LoMan. Additionally, the distribution of its components (we state here, that an centralized decision component should be sufficient) has to be fixed.

---

\(^5\) The two sets actual ExecEnv and possible ExecEnv may be identical
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